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STENDHAL Contemporary Views - Balzac – R&N = full of scenes that everyone, from shame, perhaps from self-interest, accuse of being not true to life ; one of the most pertinent literary productions of their age, represents thoughts of older people waiting for youth to come along and organise society, poignant mockery - Hippolyte Taine re style – Artist chooses a world of his own and Stendhal’s contains only feelings/character traits/vicissitudes of passion; inward things/sequences of thoughts and emotions; he is a psychologist, avoids narrating dramatic events dramatically o Julien’s character is built around a passionate pride combined with an inventive and ardent imagination; perpetual reflection on his self, forever questioning/examining himself, creating ideal model by which he compares/judges himself and decides upon his course of action – conforming to this model is what he calls ‘duty’, he reproaches himself for his emotions, risks the greatest dangers for fear of being afraid – he invents his behaviour and shocks the sheep-like masses, who know only how to imitate others o Such characters are real because they are complex, many-sided, particular and original – they are living human beings, so satisfy our need for emotion and truth – yet they are also out of the ordinary so take us away from our habitual ways/mechanical lives o Style suppressed is style perfected, when the reader ceases to notices the sentences and sees the ideas directly, art has fulfilled its task – Stendhal so happy to follow through ideas, uniquely preoccupied with their truth and logic of their sequence, doesn’t stop for a moment to choose elegant words/avoid repetition of sound/round off sentences, i.e. rejection of rhetoric o Intentional casualness – bareness of style, aversion to metaphor and colourful expressions, student of common sense - Paul Bourget – Stendhal’s technique is the monologue – makes psychologists of his heros, forever asking themselves if/why they feel moved, acting and observing their actions – method of narration is not only a means of exposition, but of discovery o For any character type to be of particular significance, for it to represent a large number of people, it has to be based on some idea fundamental to the period in question – Julien suffers the same longing as other melancholy rebels of contemporary works, but he knows that the real matter is the cold, cruel desire to rise in society; he recognises in himself to implacable ardour of the ‘déclassé’, the infinite sadness and vague despair resolve themselves into an unbridled appetite for pleasures of destruction Barthes sur Stendhal - L’Italie de Stendhal est en effet un fantasme - On s’ennuie du Même, on s’exalte l’Autre - La musique a une place privilégiée… son statut est de produire des effets sans qu’on ait à s’interroger sur les causes, puisque ces causes sont inaccessibles - Stendhal ne sait pas bien dire l’Italie… son amour, il le proclame, mais… sans cesse il constate qu’il ne peut ‘rendre sa pensée’ - Stendhal n’a à son disposition qu’un mot vide, ‘beau/belle’… et pour vivifier cette litanie il n’a que le superlatif - Cet ‘etc.’… livre le secret de cette impuissance



-



Stendhal ne décrit pas la chose… même pas l’effet ; il dit simplement : là, il y a un effet ; je suis enivré, transporté… Ce que Stendhal veut édifier, c’est… une coulée perpétuelle de sensations Toute sensation… induit à l’aphasie Ce qu’il veut noter, c’est ‘la sensation du moment’… c’est par fidélité à la nature même de son Italie… que Stendhal veut une écriture rapide Rien n’est plus rapide que le stéréotype Une sorte de soupçon porté au langage lui-même. Les deux amours de Stendhal, la Musique et l’Italie, sont des espaces hors langage La conversation italienne tend sans cesse à la limite du langage articulé, qu’est l’exclamation Le mensonge romanesque qui serait à la fois le détour de la vérité et l’expression enfin triomphante de sa passion italienne



Style = clear, language is not sufficient to describe certain feelings, and may even ruin them, mixture of narrative and discourse, juxtaposed voices but rarely explicit authorial intervention Narrator’s evaluation = implied, confines himself to role of a reporter yet writes in a way that implies a comment that intelligent readers could discover – reticence, but constructs passage in such a way that comment could be read – holds back to avoid saying too much and spoiling feelings Structure of passages reflect structure of novels; writes in a way to build allusions to other parts of stories, e.g. premonitions in R&N and CdP



Stendhal’s own views Review of R&N - Notre civilisation est une machine au moyen de laquelle les faibles enchaînent, resserrent, étouffent les passions puissantes, c’est-à-dire, le génie ou le crime - [Julien] comprit bientôt que, pour réaliser ses gigantesques projets d’ambition, il lui faudrait de la patience, d’abord, et puis de l’adresse, de l’hypocrisie, c’est-à-dire, un souverain empire sur ses passions – [il s’étudie] pour n’être jamais trahi par son naturel - C’est une peinture gracieuse et quelquefois profonde, de la société, telle que l’avaient faite les jésuites et les émigrés de la Restauration. – souvent, ce ne sont pas des individus que l’auteur s’attache à reproduire, mais des types de classes (le janséniste Pirard, le grand vicaire Frilair…) - Le naturel dans les façons, dans les discours est le beau idéal auquel Stendhal revient dans toutes les scènes importantes – comme rien n’est plus difficile en fait de romans que de peindre d’après nature, de ne pas copier les livres, no one has yet attempted to portray these forms of behaviour, unappealing as they are but which nevertheless, thanks to the sheep-like mentality of Europe, will end up being the norm... - Genius of Walter Scott made Middle Ages fashionable, lengthy descriptions – Stendhal bored with medievalism, dared to recount a contemporary adventure, depict not the type of dress worn by heroines, but their love/passion – nothing could be less like the gay, amusing, rather libertine France of 1715-89 than the earnest, moral, morose France left by the Jesuits, the ‘congrégations’, and the Bourbons who ruled between 1814-30 – this portrait of Parisian love (Julien & Mathilde) is absolutely new... it contrasts nicely with the true, simple, unselfregarding love of Mme de Renal. It is ‘l’amour de tête’ compared with ‘l’amour de coeur’ – this novel is not a novel



Vie de Henri Brulard - Un mot ridicule ou seulement exagéré a souvent suffi pour gâter les plus belles choses pour moi - Comment faire un récit un peu raisonnable de tant de folies ? - En me réduisant aux formes raisonnables je ferais trop d’injustice à ce que je veux raconter… comment peindre le bonheur fou ?... le sujet surpasse le disant - On gâte des sentiments si tendres à les raconter en détail Correspondance - Je n’avais jamais songé à l’art de faire un roman - Je cherche à raconter : 1. Avec une idée, 2. Avec clarté ce qui se passe dans un cœur - Je ne vois qu’une règle : être clair - Le public, en se faisant plus nombreux, moins moutons, veut un plus grand nombre de petits faits vrais, sur une passion, sur une situation de la vie, etc.
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Stendhal highly conscious of writing to be read and a novel’s ability to play on reader’s reaction (novel is like a bow and the body of the violin which gives back the sounds is the reader’s soul)  commented in Vie de Henry Brulard that in writing for a readership beyond his time, there will be different factors affecting their interpretation; and in that way, he can simply write the truth (which is the only thing that matters)  novel, like all art, in his definition = a ‘fine lie’, a fiction that challenges yet also allays readers’ inevitable prejudices in order to subvert them (R&N does this with shock tactics, i.e. S. aware that contemporary reader had preconceptions re novels, esp. those set in France; CdP uses national chauvinism) R&N – harsh indictment of contemporary vanity and hypocrisy; Julien = representation of France’s neglected human resources, his energy is misdirected into playing society at its own inauthentic games  traditional theme of ‘parvenu’ making his way in society by charm and lucky breaks becomes an exposé of a society in which success depends on manipulation and exploitation Stendhal’s ‘realism’ is less a physical description than psychological, characters are complex, multi-dimentsional – Auerbach said it was with Stendhal & Balzac that the ancient’s equation between social status of hero and stylistic level was broken; everyday characters could be treated as subjects of serious art – Stendhal was also first to portray a character whose actions were comprehensible only in terms of his historical context Stendhal likes to play with the notion of plausibility, e.g. shooting of Mme de Renal is left totally unexplained (representation of Stendhal’s distrust of coherence, or his doubts re ability of words to describe things? – Genette thought it was so arbitrary and lacked such motivation that it had to be true to life, because the narrator couldn’t account for it), and passage describing Mathilde as purely imaginary, before going on to describing novel as a mirror, tests us Novel = objective reflection of world but more an ‘effect of the real’, engaging with, then manipulating language and received opinions of reader  in terms of ‘mimesis’, a (realist) writer is forced to use accepted conceptions of reality in order to convince the reader, but his own aim might be to call such conceptions into question, without setting up new ‘norms’, i.e. leaves it open-ended



-



CdP – psychological and political insight is offset by elements of epic/romance/fairy tale  again, criticism re implausibility, and insignificance of Fabrice’s character, there is less analysis than in R&N, but Balzac praised the tableau of contemporary Italian diplomatic life  Stendhal upheld this novel for his stylistic originality and ‘clarity’; more recently criticism surrounding the ‘mythical’ quality of Italy (Crouzet says Italy is at once mirror and means of expression of collection of desires in S.; Italy is the other world of the self – Barthes says it is a phantasm, even if he did partially realise it, but the subject always exceeded S.’s description of it, only worked when he transposed it into fiction/narrative, i.e. no longer journals)



‘Realism’ - Auerbach – Stendhalian novel offer essentially unproblematic and ‘transparent’ record of the social, political and economic circumstances of the age in which it is set; o Scene in which Mathilde overhears Julien asking Pirard to get him permission not to dine with de la Moles – designed to prepare for a passionate love intrigue, but would be almost incomprehensible without accurate knowledge of partic. circumstances in France just before July Revolution – e.g. boredom in the salon is not because the people brought together there are dull, but characteristic of Restoration period, atmosphere of pure convention/limitation – things which interest everyone such as politics and religion could not be discussed, or at best only in official phrases so misleading that a man of taste would rather avoid them; they talk of nothing but weather, court gossip etc.  fact that Julien is even present in the house is because of his observation that any petty bourgeois can attain a high position in the Church and he has consciously become a hypocrite to rise in social status o I.e. characters, attitudes, relationships are all closely connected with contemporary situation, details of which are woven into action so subtly it can only be realistic  other circles Julien moves in also defined in conformity with historical moment, e.g. seminary at Besançon, provincial M. de Rênal’s household... o Stendhal’s realistic writing grew out of his discomfort in post-Napoleonic world and awareness that he had no place in it – but didn’t withdraw from practical reality at first, aspired to sensual enjoyment, but only when success and pleasure began to slip away did society of his time become a problem and subject  realism is a product of his fight for self-assertion, thus stylistic level of novels is closer to heroic concept of tragedy than, say, Balzac or Flaubert o Representation is oriented upon ‘analysis of human heart’ – conception of mankind is materialistic and sensualistic, ‘by character I mean a man’s habitual manner of undertaking the pursuit of happiness or, in clearer if less descriptive terms, the sum of his moral habits.’ -



Blin – ‘subjective realism’, measures the field of reality from the protagonist’s angle of vision – interventions of narrator threaten to undo fictional illusion created by ‘point-of-view technique’, but serve to establish narrator as character in his own right with own viewpoint, someone we listening to with enhanced interest and credulity  i.e. realism is more psychological than social or political; all reference to external world is subordinate to depiction of particular character’s desires and his/her pursuit of happiness
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